Brenda Brewer: (6/21/2017 05:23) Good day and welcome to CCT Review Team Plenary Meeting # FIFTY!

Brenda Brewer: (05:23) Please note that this meeting will be recorded. Please mute your phones by pressing *6. Press *6 to unmute. Thank you!

Carlton Samuels: (05:57) Howdy all

Calvin Browne: (06:02) Hello All

Carlton Samuels: (06:04) Are we still soundless

Carlton Samuels: (06:04) ok...now I hear something

Calvin Browne: (06:04) not hearing anything yet

Carlton Samuels: (06:04) Hear swhat appears to be typing..there Jonathan

Kaili Kan: (06:04) OK now

Alice Jansen: (06:08) Link to the intermediate report

- [https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__community.icann.org_download_attachments_56135378_SADAGIntermediateReport.pdf-3Fversion-3D1-26modificationDate-3D1498032477000-26api-3Dv2&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwl3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=xen1OHG3G0eZcGi0xsS5bbhCduioE11i4EKh7Jw9mxM&m=2457Q8DOZfCdBa8BeH0OKmoV0em1Qs0Auuh8BxS64o&s=qEckTPxWLGgiJJ7riVgB9lv_J0aOdS4cxH8Gm7ebpqg&e=](https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__community.icann.org_download_attachments_56135378_SADAGIntermediateReport.pdf-3Fversion-3D1-26modificationDate-3D1498032477000-26api-3Dv2&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwl3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=xen1OHG3G0eZcGi0xsS5bbhCduioE11i4EKh7Jw9mxM&m=2457Q8DOZfCdBa8BeH0OKmoV0em1Qs0Auuh8BxS64o&s=qEckTPxWLGgiJJ7riVgB9lv_J0aOdS4cxH8Gm7ebpqg&e=)

Carlton Samuels: (06:11) Figs 7 - 10 gives a good eyeball of what Brian is saying

Carlton Samuels: (06:13) I would love to see in detail what happened in the pivot points for both absolute numbers and rates of abuse

Brian Aitchison: (06:14) Carlton, by 'pivot points' do you mean the spikes and drops?

Jonathan Zuck: (06:18) Agree

Carlton Samuels: (06:18) @Brian: Yessir!
Kaili Kan: (06:18) Outside of this paper, I remember we agreed to include Stan's calculation of China's parking in parallel with the LAC data into our report. Have we done that? Thanks.

Kaili Kan: (06:20) @Jordyn Thanks!

Carlton Samuels: (06:20) @Jordyn: The geographic differences are important to point out. Plus based on some interventions on the list, we might wish to be a little more specific about the differences in perceived parking and def's.

Brian Aitchison: (06:20) @Carlton: agree! Like a lot of research, the report brings up many more questions than it answers. Find explanations for those pivot points would be quite interesting

Kaili Kan: (06:21) @Carlton Agreed. Especially regarding China. This afternoon this was also discussed at the ministry.

Carlton Samuels: (06:21) @Laureen: Less than half but significant

Carlton Samuels: (06:22) @Laureen: Yes, I agree we need to signpost AND breadcrumb!

Carlton Samuels: (06:24) @Jordyn: We can say exactly what you say. Here is our hypothesis. Here's what we found. We think this is going in this direction but this is all we can say at this time.

Carlton Samuels: (06:26) @Laureen: Context is to lay out hypothesis, layout the data and give our 'educated guess' about where it's going. Our conclusion on context is important to layout

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06:26) Carlton, I think that makes sense for the parking vs. renewal correlation, but it's less clear what the parking-adjusted market share numbers are supposed to mean.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06:27) supposed to mean

Carlton Samuels: (06:28) @Jordyn: Indeed! But recording our concern and the disability to make a solid decision is equally important here.

Waudo Siganga: (06:28) Kaili has got it on point

David Taylor: (06:31) I would agree with that

David Taylor: (06:31) that being Jonathan's comment and Jordyn's point if he controlled the world.

David Taylor: (06:32) it is for the next review team
Carlton Samuels: (06:32) @Jonathan: I share your view. We have a duty to record what we thought, how we went about proving the hypothesis, make the distinction by geographies and say why we're short of definitive conclusions. Then say keep an eye on it and move on.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06:35) Blonde people = people with light hair color

Carlton Samuels: (06:42) Again: Why can't we just say we had a hypothesis about parking (which is defined) but based on the definition and the data, we cannot prove it? Why can't we say we made an observation in certain geographies?. .

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06:42) Yeah, I was going to adopt Carlton's suggestion and try to re-draft a little.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (06:42) I can do this in advance of the F2F for further discussion.

David Taylor: (06:42) I like that re China

Gaongalelwe Mosweu (PC): (06:43) Made it!

Gaongalelwe Mosweu (PC): (06:43) Hello all,

Carlton Samuels: (06:43) @Jonathan: Yes, that is what we are agreeing to!

Eleeza Agopian: (06:44) All of our research is preserved on the team's wiki page.

Carlton Samuels: (06:44) @Jordyn: Excellent suggestion!

Eleeza Agopian: (06:44) Everything that has been shared with teh review team is archived on the wiki page.

Jonathan Zuck: (06:45) makes sense

Eleeza Agopian: (06:46) Just FYI, this is our background and research page. We could perhaps create a page dedicated to research conducted for the CCTRT: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url;u=https-3A__community.icann.org_display_CCT_Studies-252C-2BResearch-252C-2Band-2BBackground-2BMaterials&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=xeN1O HG3G0eZcGi0xsS5bbhCduioE11i4EKh7Jw9mxM&m=2457Q8DOZfCdbBa8BeH0OKmoV0e m1Qs0Auuh8BxS64o&s=OgMXP8FoI-dR3REHINkrEj6WuUFlEjQX_wrYCFB8Cqf4&e=

Carlton Samuels: (06:47) @Jordyn: Great! We close on this.

Gaongalelwe Mosweu (PC): (06:48) Thanks ELeeza.. Trying to catch up here, but I agree with Carlton and Jordyn's point of view of presenting our hypothesis and saying what little we found/not.
Gaongalelwe Mosweu (PC): (06:48) @Jean-Baptiste, Please speak louder.

Laureen Kapin 2: (06:50) Are the ICANN59 materials on the CCT Wiki?

Alice Jansen: (06:52) https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__community.icann.org_pages_viewpage.action-3FpageId-3D64948693&d=DwICaQ&c=FmY1u3Pj6wrcrwl3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=xeN1OHG3G0eZcGi0xsS5bbhCduEi1i4EKh7Jw9mxM&m=2457Q8DOZfCBDBa8BeH0OKmoV0em1Qs0Auu8BxS64o&s=aScs2bWABktY-UUHxfcTq9INn5stpii7TiuMpJ-DlhM&c=

Alice Jansen: (06:52) the reading list is on this page

Alice Jansen: (06:53) Staff will resend the agenda + reading list prior to the F2F

Carlton Samuels: (06:54) @Eleeeza: I think we should reserve some time on cost/benefit discussion. And I'm saying this in context that we should take the best shot at estimating those but be bold in outlining what we see as benefits.

Carlton Samuels: (06:55) @Laureen: We should schedule a

Carlton Samuels: (06:56) @Laureen: We should move on scheduling a focused discussion with ICANN Compliance re cost/benefit analysis

Laureen Kapin 2: (06:56) I agree with Carlton and JZ, we need to devote some time during the F2F to grapple with the big themes raised by the ICANN org, esp. cost/benefit

Laureen Kapin 2: (06:57) @Carlton, I agree. Let's connect with Jaime and try to schedule something.

Eleeeza Agopian: (06:57) Maguy will join Akram and Trang to discuss the ICANN org feasibility assessment, which included in put from compliance.

Carlton Samuels: (06:58) @Jonathan: If you look at the ICANN org comments I'm guided to beleive they feature cost/benefit more than anything else.

Laureen Kapin 2: (06:59) Would be helpful to get a sense of what ICANN Brd WG is interested in discussing.

Carlton Samuels: (06:59) And yes, I take Jordyn's views

Carlton Samuels: (07:01) @Jordyn: +1....go for a followup meeting for substantive response to be recorded. 30 mins not enough

Carlton Samuels: (07:02) Let's give the meta-response and offer them a prioritization schema

Carlton Samuels: (07:04) @Jonathan: +1, that's what I mean by prioritisation schema. Some issues/opinions converge
Drew Bagley: (07:06) The GAC comments were supportive for the recommendations I looked at

Waudo Siganga: (07:09) Jonathan - the BC will be having a meeting on 29th and they would like an update. I will be on a plane back home so I was organizing to give them a written update status. However if you have a little time perhaps you could attend, present and take questions and input like with the NPOC?

David Taylor: (07:09) The only advantage of slides I see is that it can help ensure structure.

David Taylor: (07:10) otherwise agree with Laureen

Carlton Samuels: (07:11) @Jonathan & Laureen: I still believe we should not go retail on response. Let's determine - ala Joordyn- a meta-response, prioritize those, develop a response we can all sign onto and keep on message.

Laureen Kapin 2: (07:12) @Carlton, "go retail?" N/ sure I understand.

Carlton Samuels: (07:12) @Laureen: point-by-point response to every comment

Carlton Samuels: (07:14) @Jonathan: Alan should be back in a day or so

Jonathan Zuck: (07:17) Thanks Carlton

Calvin Browne: (07:18) Did Fabro comment on every single thing?

David Taylor: (07:20) @Calvin - Fabro looked at 17-18, 20, 24

Calvin Browne: (07:22) ok - so - exactly what I was assigned - that makes sense

Waudo Siganga: (07:28) Calvin any comment?

Carlton Samuels: (07:29) The rec is take the train to Sandtown and then walk from there to the hotel

Waudo Siganga: (07:30) How far is the hotel from Sandton station?

Carlton Samuels: (07:31) I'm gone from midday Wed

Waudo Siganga: (07:31) Wednesday evening is better. I leave Thursday early

Kaili Kan: (07:32) See you all in Johbrg!

Carlton Samuels: (07:32) @Waudo: Google Maps show it 'just around the corner'.

Carlton Samuels: (07:32) Bye all

Drew Bagley: (07:32) safe travels!

Gaongalelwe Mosweu (PC): (07:32) safe travels

Carlton Samuels: (07:32) See you all in a couple

Waudo Siganga: (07:32) Thanks Carlton